CONFERENCE CHAMPIONS
BRIGHTON

SOUTH DIVISION CHAMPIONS
NORTHVILLE/LIVONIA STEVENSON

CENTRAL DIVISION CHAMPIONS
PLYMOUTH

WEST DIVISION CHAMPIONS
BRIGHTON

ALL CONFERENCE PLAYERS

NICOLE WHATLEY  NORTHLVILLE
SHEA ZYDECK  PLYMOUTH
ANNA VENTO  LIVONIA STEVENSON
HEATHER FORTUSHNIAK  BRIGHTON
ANNIE PIETILA  BRIGHTON
MARIELLA SIMONCINI  NORTHLVILLE
MANASA POTLURI  CANTON
AUTUMN BLANEY  BRIGHTON
ABBY LIVINGSTON  NOVI
MAGGIE PIETILA  BRIGHTON
ERIN JOHNSON  PLYMOUTH

SUFNA GILL  NORTHLVILLE
SOPHIA LOWE  BRIGHTON
KATELYN TOKARZ  NORTHLVILLE
KATHERINE MANSOUR  GRAND BLANC
SEDONA SHIPKA  NORTHLVILLE
LEAH KIVRA  NOVI
SOPHIA WYGONIK  LIVONIA FRANKLIN
EMME DARKOWSKI  BRIGHTON
SYDNEY BRADFORD  HARTLAND
SAMMI BEHEN  HARTLAND
EMMA GRODEK  LIVONIA CHURCHILL